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WELCOME VOLUNTEER

Welcome to Knoxville
Internationals Network - KIN!

KIN has been a
volunteer-powered
organization since 2014. By
volunteering with KIN you are a
part of connecting, equipping, and
encouraging the body of Christ to
love our international neighbors.
You are on the frontline of building relationships that create community and
display the welcoming spirit of family - ‘kin’.

It is important for you to be familiar with this handbook as it outlines who
KIN is and our expectations of volunteers. KIN is a growing network that
values partnerships - because together we can accomplish more
than what we can do alone. As you are now a part of our network, we
want you to be prepared and resourced to succeed in your role.

Thank you for your willingness to partner with KIN as a volunteer! We know
your time and desire to serve are precious gifts you have chosen to share
with internationals living among us in Knoxville.
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PURPOSE OF HANDBOOK

This handbook has been produced to help you succeed as a KIN volunteer
and will share essential information about KIN’s role in Knoxville and the
policies and expectations of a KIN volunteer.

As no volunteer handbook could answer all the questions you may have
about our programs, it is used in conjunction with orientation and partner
programs. We hope this handbook helps equip you to begin your work with
KIN in confidence.

We depend on you; your success is our success.

● Volunteer engagement is a way KIN
meets our mission.

● Don’t hesitate to ask questions; your
volunteer coordinator will gladly answer
them.

● It is the volunteer coordinator's
responsibility not only to meet the needs of internationals, but to make
sure the volunteer feels comfortable while volunteering.

● Please read this handbook carefully and refer to it whenever questions
arise.

● Share it with your family and friends, so they can become familiar with
KIN.

● KIN reserves the right to modify the policies in this handbook without
prior notice; the most updated version will be available online.

● We hope you find volunteering with KIN a rewarding experience.
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KIN OVERVIEW

History

In 2010, a group of believers representing
various Christian denominations, serving
among internationals in Knoxville, came
together as a prayer initiative under the
name Knoxville Internationals Network -
KIN. The following year a leadership team
formed to lay the foundation for building a
robust, collaborative network with the goal
of working together to serve these local internationals.

In 2012, KIN hosted a series of community meetings to raise awareness of
the Knoxville metro area’s cultural diversity and needs among local
internationals, giving ministries, churches, non-profits, and other
organizations a forum to connect and share information and resources. KIN
then hosted a yearlong series of training events in 2013 entitled “Embracing
Multi-Ethnic Knoxville.” These events continued to increase awareness and
provide opportunities for relationship building to strengthen the network as a
whole. Six churches, representing five denominations, completed the
workshop series.

In 2014, KIN was incorporated as a faith-based organization and received its
501(c)(3) nonprofit organizational status from the IRS.
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Who is KIN?

KIN Staff

Jani Whaley, Executive Director
Susie Isaac, Operations Director
Judith Kimsey, Communications Coordinator
Debbie Hill, Employment Coach
Sabre Terese, Accountant

Knoxville Internationals Network - KIN is governed by a Board of Directors
who are elected fiduciaries steering the organization toward a sustainable
future. They maintain sound ethical and legal oversight by meeting monthly
to assure KIN has adequate resources to advance its mission.

As a network, KIN’s very
makeup, by definition, is found
in our partnerships and
collaborations with other
organizations that serve or
minister to local internationals.
Partners include other
nonprofits, businesses,
government organizations,
nearly 75 churches, and over
200 volunteers. As
internationals reach out to KIN,
we connect them to
appropriate resources.
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What is KIN?

Mission
KIN connects internationals with like-minded partners to empower
relationships that embrace cultures and encourage unity.  

Vision
Internationals are welcomed as neighbors, embraced as family, and enjoy
lives of hope, dignity and purpose in Christ Jesus.

Ministry Focus
●KIN raises awareness of the needs of internationals among ministries,

churches, nonprofits, and other organizations who work with
internationals.

●KIN helps connect and share information and resources with these
other organizations in order to create a robust network multiplying the
impact, efficacy, and sustainability of all our work.

●God is glorified as thriving intercultural partnerships form in the body of
Christ to pursue a common vision.
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Statement of Faith

We believe:

* The Bible, comprised of the Old and New Testaments, is truth. It is the
inspired, inerrant, and authoritative Word of God.

* God, the sovereign Creator, Lord, and Sustainer of all things, has existed
from all eternity in three Persons: God the Father, God the Son, and God the
Holy Spirit.

* Jesus Christ, the Living Word, is God the Son, who came in human flesh,
being fully God and fully man, except without sin.

* All people are in violation of God’s righteous requirements and His holy
character, both in nature and in action.

* The central purpose of the coming of Jesus Christ was to pay the penalty
for man’s sins through his substitutionary death on the cross, the successful
accomplishment of which was attested to by his subsequent bodily
resurrection. We affirm that there is only one Savior and one Gospel.

* God loves everyone, not wishing anyone would perish. So salvation and
restoration are offered as a gift, free to the sinner. But this gift must be
responded to in individual faith, not trusting in any personal works
whatsoever, but in the sacrificial death of Jesus Christ alone.

* The Church is composed of all persons who, through saving faith in Jesus
Christ and the sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit, are united together in the
body of Christ. The Church finds her expression in local congregations where
the Word of God is preached and the sacraments are administered, where
scriptural discipline is practiced, and where loving fellowship is maintained.
For her perfecting, she awaits the return of her Lord.

* The Lord Jesus Christ commands his Church to proclaim the Gospel
throughout the world and to make disciples of all nations. Obedience to the
Great Commission requires total commitment to Christ alone as his Church
spreads the good news and works toward justice and reconciliation
throughout human society and for the liberation of men and women from
every kind of oppression.

* We believe that Jesus Christ will return personally and visibly, in power and
glory, to consummate his salvation and his judgment.
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Why is KIN Needed?

God Loves Internationals!
The Bible consistently displays
God's loving concern for the
foreign-born, especially those
who are socially and
economically vulnerable.

Ministry with Internationals
Helps Fulfill the Great
Commission
Christ commands his followers to
make disciples of all peoples and
nations. Christians with a
missional heart can reach out to
global neighbors who have come to us.

Churches are Incomplete
Without the Presence of
Internationals
The insights, perspective and
talents of internationals are
irreplaceable assets in the
church's ministry. Faith is
strengthened by seeing how
the Spirit moves among all
people groups.
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How KIN Helps

Educational Support

All ages are offered support to learn and
improve English skills through tutoring
mentoring, GED classes, life
skills/English as Second Language (ESL)
classes, and citizenship classes.

KIN’s close partnership with Knox County Schools supports connections to
serve English Language Learners (ELL) in the public school system.

Equipping Churches
Church leaders looking for ways to mobilize
their congregation can turn to KIN for cultural
training, missions-trip preparation and
debriefing, ESL program start up, and pairing
small groups with international families. These
are just some of the opportunities KIN provides
for people to “get out of the pews and into the
community.”

Employment
Our Employment Coach works
closely with internationals seeking
employment. Building resumes,
locating potential jobs, practicing
interviewing skills and even helping
complete onboarding paperwork are
just a few of the job-seeking skills
offered.
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VOLUNTEER
GUIDELINES

Philosophy on Volunteers
Each volunteer is valued as an essential partner of KIN, whose mission is to
meet the needs of internationals with resources and relationships, through
compassion and care. Volunteers
provide assistance to
internationals in the Knoxville
metro area so successful
integration into the community
might be accomplished. KIN
partners with hundreds of
nonprofits, churches, and
for-profit businesses. However,
the greatest impact on the lives of
local internationals comes through interactions with KIN volunteers.

Volunteering with KIN is not just about service, but about investing time and
energy making friends with our international neighbors. Local internationals
want the same things we do, but they may go about getting them using
different ways, terms, and actions. Thus patience is a core value for our
volunteers. Our primary hope is that you enjoy these relationships and
glorify God in your service.
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Levels of Interaction
KIN’s levels of interaction breakdown can help a volunteer be aware of and
decide what type of ministry/service they would be most interested to
provide within our local international community. The volunteer coordinator
works to ensure this experience will be a blessing to the volunteer as well as
the international. Open communication is vital to assure both parties benefit.
If at any time a volunteer feels uncomfortable or needs to alter their
assignment, the volunteer coordinator will be happy to adjust their
appointment.

Level 1 - No contact with internationals
a. General translating via email
b. Working on landscaping projects
c. Gathering-type projects (backpacks, hats/gloves, shoes, etc.)
d. Administrative duties (social media, web page, data entry,

video/photography)
Level 2 - Minimal contact (no relationship develops)

a. Interpreting for one-time occasions (clinics, phone calls,
parent/teacher conferences)

b. Providing transportation to appointments
c. Involvement with KIN-related events (World Refugee Day, school

events, International Thanksgiving, etc.)
Level 3 - Close contact

a. Tutoring
b. Mentoring
c. Offering regular transportation to recurring events/classes
d. Becoming an ESL teacher or encourager
e. Being part of an Embrace group.
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EXPECTATIONS

Volunteers serve in a variety of settings, some of which may have
site-specific expectations and guidelines. The following expectations should
coincide with those sites and are the same for all volunteers in all positions.

KIN volunteers are expected to:

● Act with honesty and openness when and wherever they represent the
organization. KIN promotes a working environment that values
respect, fairness and integrity.

● Complete a background check, if necessary.

● Have an attitude of patience, encouragement, and gentleness. It can,
at times, be difficult and frustrating to navigate different cultures and
languages for you and the internationals.

● Sign up for the KIN e-newsletter (found on the KIN website) to be kept
informed of volunteer opportunities.

● Be responsible for your person and personal items you bring with you;
KIN is not liable for lost or stolen items.

● Be mindful of physical contact, including cultural differences, practicing
healthy physical and emotional boundaries.

● Do not offer to pay living expenses such as medication, clothing, etc.

● Dress appropriately for service.  (See Dress Code.)

● Keep track of volunteer hours, miles, and incidental expenses,
submitting them at each month’s end.

● Update address, phone and emergency contact information with KIN
administration as needed.
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Dress Code
KIN volunteers represent Christ, and as such, we desire our clothing not to
create a hindrance to building friendships. Cultures view the body differently,
and as a ministry, we don’t want the physical body to be a distraction in
getting to know each other and forging relationships. Your cooperation in
adhering to the dress code is appreciated and expected as a KIN volunteer.

● Personal hygiene: body should be clean and free of body odor or
excessive perfume, cologne, aftershave, or fragrance, with fresh
breath and a clean face, hands, and fingernails. Hair (including
mustaches and beards) must be clean and neat.

● Clothing should be clean and neat in appearance and free of holes,
tears, rips and stains. Properly fitting jeans are acceptable.

● Collared shirts, golf shirts, plain t-shirts, t-shirts with positive Christian
slogans or scripture messages are acceptable. Clothing with
inappropriate messages, graphics, or commercial logos are prohibited.

● For men and women: No tank tops, belly shirts, or see through shirts.

● Shorts, if appropriate, must be no shorter than 3” above the knee
(dresses, skirts, or ‘walking shorts’). Depending on the culture of those
with whom you are working, wearing shorts may be inappropriate.

● Clothing that reveals shoulders, thighs, cleavage, back, stomach, or an
undergarment is NOT appropriate. All clothing should also provide
coverage when bending over or reaching up.

● Well-fitting undergarments should be worn at all times.

● Footwear should be comfortable and safe. Appropriate open-toed
shoes are allowed. Although sandals are okay, flip-flops are not safe.
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Cultural Boundaries
KIN volunteers engage people of many
cultures and backgrounds.

These opportunities for service provide a
chance to share about American culture
to help our friends integrate. Since we
often have cultural differences with our
international friends, friendships are
better served when we are able to share
and even celebrate them. But part of KIN’s mission is to share the
acceptable norms of American culture with an attitude of truth in love.

Many cultures we engage with are shame-based. Telling someone
simply “no”, correcting them–especially in front of others, or not saying
anything in this context is not received as truth in love. Privately stating, “I
am your friend and I want to help you”, with an explanation of the
unacceptable behavior or response, followed by the acceptable behavior and
response, is the way to show truth in love. This helpful act may also prompt
more questions.

Many of those we serve have physical,
mental, social, etc. needs that may be
beyond the responsibilities of the friendship.
Please privately share these with the
volunteer coordinator. DO NOT OFFER TO
TAKE CARE OF THE NEED. There are
appropriate resources to meet the needs of
our international friends that can be
accessed. Violation of this procedure is
grounds for volunteer termination because it
violates KIN’s Code of Ethics. The Complete

KIN Code of Ethics can be found by going to:

http://www.kin-connect.org/volunteer-handbook-links
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Pictures, Social Media, and Technology
While we have fun at our events and make new friends, due to potential
security issues, volunteers are not to take pictures at all or tell others’
stories on any form of electronic or print media including Facebook,
Instagram, Snapchat etc. In order to build trust, phones should not be out
during volunteering. If documentation is desired or needed by the volunteer,
the Volunteer Outreach Coordinator should be contacted for assistance.

Confidentiality
● Volunteers may be exposed to information which is confidential and/or

privileged and proprietary in nature. Such information must be kept
confidential during and after volunteer service.  Volunteers are
expected to return materials containing privileged or

● confidential information at the time of separation from/expiration of
service.

● Volunteers are not to disclose any of KIN’s documents or records
(excluding publicly filed documents and reports required by law, or
otherwise made available as provided in KIN’s Code of Ethics) to
anyone outside of KIN, and specifically not to any person or entity with
a conflicting relationship to KIN.

● A confidentiality agreement/liability waiver must be read and signed by
all volunteers.

Volunteer Grievance Policy

KIN’s volunteer grievance policy is based on the fundamental values of
fairness and respect for the individual. Our goal is for volunteers to quickly,
reasonably, and safely resolve any conflicts that arise in a Christlike/biblical
way at the level in which they occur. Because we recognize this is not always
possible, all grievances reported to the volunteer coordinator will be given
thoughtful consideration and treated as confidential. There are no negative
consequences for raising an issue.
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INTERNATIONALS IN KNOXVILLE

The total foreign-born population in Metro Knoxville is about 44,000.
Among the foreign-born, over 4,000
children and youth are in Knox County
Schools’ ELL classes, in addition to
those who have tested out of English
assisted services. There are also over

2,200 enrolled in universities.

Knoxville has been a refugee
resettlement city for the United Nations

since 1982. Refugees often arrive

with very little except memories of
trauma and a hunger for freedom and
opportunity. 

The Knoxville area attracts individuals
from other nations, drawn by our
universities, Oak Ridge employment
opportunities and accessibility to
migrant labor. Out of the 195 countries

in the world, over 123 countries are represented in the Knoxville Metro

area.

[Source for statistics: Knox County Schools; United States Census Bureau - 2018-19]
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KIN’s beauty is found not only in
Knoxville believers ministering
together among local internationals
but in the tapestry of intercultural
relationships formed.
Christ Calls His Diverse Body to Unity
Christians are brothers and sisters in Christ regardless of their ethnicity, and
this whole “body of Christ” is called to help carry one another's burdens and
build one another up. As such, the impact in our community is stronger
when we are united in our work and witness. (John 17:21-23)

Knoxville’s Cultural Diversity
- a Gift from God
Each foreign-born individual, handcrafted by God in His image, enhances our
city with their distinctive culture. The presence of international communities
in Metro Knoxville mirrors the heavenly vision of "a great multitude that no
one could count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing
before the throne in front of the Lamb". (Rev 7:9 NIV)
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THE LAUSANNE COVENANT

As a Christian organization, KIN’s mission is to minister to internationals
through the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the living Son of the living God. KIN’s
foundation of faith is that everyone is created equal and able to receive
salvation by the grace of God through Jesus Christ. If your belief system
does not share this same understanding, as a volunteer you are expected to
agree not to interfere with KIN’s mission by offering different religious
beliefs.

KIN adheres to The Lausanne Covenant which can be found here in its
entirety: https://lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant.

In summary:

“We believe the Gospel is God’s good news for the whole world and
we are determined by his grace to obey Christ’s commission to
proclaim it to all mankind and to make disciples of every nation… we
enter into a solemn covenant with God and with each other, to pray,
to plan and to work together for the evangelization of the whole
world. We call upon others to join us.”

The covenant in full gives uniformity to fifteen specific categories of belief:

● the purpose of God
● the authority and power of

the Bible
● the uniqueness and

universality of Christ
● the nature of evangelism
● Christian social responsibility
● the church and evangelism
● cooperation in evangelism
● churches in evangelistic

partnership
● the urgency of the

evangelistic task
● evangelism and culture
● education and leadership
● spiritual conflict
● freedom and persecution
● the power of the Holy Spirit
● the return of Christ
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VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT ADDENDUM

Please click here to affirm that you have read, understood, and agree to act
in accordance with this handbook.
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